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TLAC: THE BUMPY ROAD TO TIER 3
Bank debt market participants are trying to work out whether a new TLAC eligible debt

instrument is feasible, and what it could look like
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European Union  Bank recovery/ bail-in

Global  Bank recovery/ bail-in

European bank debt market participants are trying to work out whether a new TLAC eligible debt
instrument is feasible, and what it could look like.

A new instrument needs to overcome numerous hurdles, the trickiest of which is the positioning of
existing subordinated tier 2 instruments in the insolvency hierarchy.

TLAC – total loss absorbing capacity – is the Basel Committee’s answer to the too-big-too-fail problem:
the biggest global banks will be required to hold significant amounts of loss absorbing capital, to be
bailed in during resolution.

The draft TLAC term sheet published by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in November 2014 proposes
three types of TLAC eligible debt:

regulatory capital or own funds issued at holding or operating company level. Because it is
cheaper for banks to issue tier 2 than AT1s or shares, T2 instruments are the obvious choice within
this option;
plain vanilla senior debt subject to statutory loss absorption at the holdco level;
contractually bail-inable debt at opco level

Europe has developed its own standard, MREL (minimum requirement for own funds and eligible
liabilities). It is similar in its objective to ensure that in resolution a bank’s critical functions can be
continued without the need for taxpayers’ financial support or financial stability being put at risk. Unlike
TLAC MREL is not limited to the largest banks only.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

European banks find it difficult to issue senior TLAC eligible debt that is in line with BRRD
requirements. But because of the language in existing T2s they cannot easily create a new TLAC-
compliant ‘tier 3’ layer
Banks and advisors are actively working on a solution, but regulators are yet to accept it and talks
are in an early stage
It remains unclear where tier 3s would price and if they would be sufficiently attractive to issuers
as well as investors
Alternatives to tier 3 include shorter term subordinated notes that do not qualify as regulatory
capital because of their short maturity dates
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A European problem

Even though the development of MREL is more advanced, neither of the two standards is final yet. But the
European Banking Authority (EBA) says MREL will be compatible with TLAC. However, based on the
published documentation, not every instrument that complies with TLAC would necessarily also work for
MREL in Europe.

Notably, the concept of senior debt subject to statutory loss absorption, which is acceptable under TLAC,
clashes with MREL’s legal framework: According to the BRRD’s ‘no creditor worse off’ principle no creditor
should incur greater losses in resolution than it would have incurred under normal insolvency
proceedings.

European Union banks – with the exception of those in the UK - have no holdco in place, which makes it
near-impossible for them to issue senior debt that complies with this BRRD creditor rights protection
clause.

“Most other Basel Committee members have a contractual based resolution approach,” a structurer
working at a European based G-SIB commented. “But in Europe point of non-viability language [in the
deal documents] can’t override the statutory framework that offers higher creditor rights protection.”

That means in practice that most European banks cannot issue senior debt that qualifies for TLAC.

Consequently, tier 2 regulatory capital is currently the best option for European banks seeking to issue
TLAC eligible instruments.

But investors demand a premium for the risk of investing in regulatory capital. This means an instrument
that sits above tier 2 but does not violate creditor protection rights (ie is not senior), would be cheaper for
issuers to place than current tier 2.

“The issue is cost,” Emil Petrov, head of capital solutions at Nomura, said. “Tier 2 instruments are
guaranteed to work for TLAC in Europe, but they are relatively expensive to raise.”

Italian G-SIB Unicredit pointed at the problem in its response to the FSB’s consultation, warning: “[I]f
UniCredit fills the additional TLAC requirement with tier 2, the annual cost at current spreads would be a
material cost.”

This is what drives the demand for a new TLAC eligible instrument in Europe, commonly referred to as
‘tier 3’.

Adjusting the insolvency hierarchy
The problems don’t end there. Most outstanding tier 2 instruments issued by European banks over the
past years are defined, in their documentation, as sitting right below senior debt, leaving no room for a
new tier 3 layer between it and the senior debt.

The easiest way to address this problem would be to wait with the issue of any tier 3 until all outstanding
tier 2s are called or have matured.

In the meantime banks have time to set the stage for the new TLAC instrument by changing the language
in the terms and conditions of any future tier 2 issuances.

BNP Paribas is among the first banks that have reacted. In a supplement to its MTN programme in
February 2015, the French G-SIB replaced the old wording that the tier 2s will be “subordinated to the full
payment of the unsubordinated creditors (including depositors) of BNPP”.

The new wording applies to all future tier 2s and introduces a new class of “eligible creditors of BNPP”,
which sit below the unsubordinated creditors of BNPP. This new class is defined as “creditors holding
subordinated claims that rank or are expressed to rank senior to subordinated notes.”

In other words, they sit between tier 2 and the seniors.

http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/wp-content/uploads/UniCredit-on-TLAC.pdf#page=10
https://invest.bnpparibas.com/sites/default/files/documents/icm-21275481-v1-updated_fifth_emtn_supplement_including_visa.pdf#page=153
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But this applies to new bonds only, and, according to the MTN supplement, won’t come into force until all
outstanding tier 2 instruments have been redeemed or cancelled.

A quicker solution 
However, some market participants think that it is possible to solve the conundrum of the ranking
problem sooner, and some banks have instructed law firms to work on a solution. A capital markets
lawyer took the view that there are at least two ways to address the problem, but it depended on relevant
resolution and prudential authorities to buy into it.

The lawyer spoke under the condition of anonymity because the tools are being developed as proprietary
work for clients. He refused to discuss details of the solutions under consideration.

Despite being proprietary it is expected that any answer to the problem, if accepted by the relevant
resolution authorities in EU member states, would work for most issuers currently struggling with their
historical tier 2 ranking language.

The matter is further complicated by the different TLAC types the FSB has proposed: the possible solution
for external TLAC might require tweaking to also work for its internal counterpart, which is TLAC issued by
a holdco that is then prepositioned, ie downstreamed, to the opco.

Discussions with relevant authorities also cover those potentially different requirements for internal and
external TLAC. They are at an initial stage and banks and advisors are waiting for regulators to take a
more formal view.

Leaving aside legal and structural problems it remains to an extent unclear whether the new instrument
would be financially attractive. Nomura’s Emil Petrov pointed at the compressed spread between
unsecured seniors and tier 2, which leaves little room for a new instrument supposed to price between
those two classes. This might make it difficult for issuing banks to get the discount to regulatory capital
they are looking for. “Issuers want an instrument sufficiently cheaper than tier 2 in order to justify the
lower quality capital that they get,” Petrov warned.

But for the time being nobody knows what exactly investors would pay for a new TLAC instrument.
Deutsche Bank estimated in its response to the FSB’s TLAC consultation that a new type of tier 3 debt
“would price at least initially roughly at par with tier 2, given its untested nature”.

Simon Adamson, senior analyst European financial services at Creditsights, is more optimistic. He noted
that the price tier 3s would sell for would vary from bank to bank. One factor would be the amount of tier
1 and tier 2 securities sitting as a cushion above the new instrument.

Adamson also said that while spreads are compressed at the moment, this could change in the future.

A second analyst noted that the situation wasn’t all that bad anyway given that the spreads between tier 2
and seniors were above 150 basis points on average in EU markets.

Shorter maturity instruments
In the meantime banks have an alternative to tier 3 that is also cheaper than issuing regulatory capital:
issuers can exploit the different minimum maturity requirements between TLAC and regulatory tier 2
capital: While the former requires a maturity of at least one year only, tier 2 must have an initial lifetime
of no shorter than five years. Once it falls below the five years it is increasingly derecognised as
regulatory capital at a rate of 20% annually.

This gap allows banks to issue TLAC eligible subordinated instruments with a maturity of, for instance,
three or four years. Those would be cheaper to place than longer running notes, especially compared to
those tier 2s issued with an initial 10 years to maturity. Ten-year notes with a five year call are common to
escape immediate derecognition as regulatory capital.

http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/wp-content/uploads/Deutsche-Bank-AG-on-TLAC.pdf#page=11
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There’s also an expectation in the market that legacy instruments that no longer qualify as regulatory
capital should qualify for TLAC – this should be the case for grandfathered tier 2s, but also for AT1s that
provide loss absorption at the point of resolution.


